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Takter fillies could be Queens of the court
Ariana G & Manchego could be a Breeders Crown victory away
from potential Horse of the Year honors
By Jay Bergman
Trainer Jimmy Takter heads into Friday
night at Hoosier Park with a chance of putting
the finishing touches on a Horse of the Year
campaign. Takter, who has trained four overall
Horses of the Year including the 2016 champion
Always B Miki, has the top-ranked Ariana G as
well as the unbeaten Manchego favored in their
Breeders Crown Trotting Finals.
“They’re very similar,” said Takter of the
pair. “They are both very determined ladies.”
Determined yes, and overwhelming favorites as well, with Manchego listed at 6-5
but certain to go below that in the $600,000
Breeders Crown for juvenile fillies (race 8)
and Ariana G listed as the 3-5 favorite in the
$500,000 Breeders Crown sophomore filly
event (race 10) from post eight. Ariana G, by
virtue of taking a bye in last week’s elimination, faced an open draw in the evening’s tenth
race.
Both fillies enter Friday’s contest with 11
wins on the season, but Ariana G is coming off
a rare defeat in the final of the Kentucky Futurity on October 8 at the Red Mile.
“You have to throw that out,” said Takter.
“The track conditions that day were horrible.
I knew after the first heat it wasn’t her kind of
track. She’s like a Ferrari.”
Indeed, Ariana G was spinning her wheels
while facing similar conditions to the potential sloppy track expected at Hoosier on
Friday, and lost a decision to Ice Attraction, a
filly she will face on Friday. It was only Ariana
G’s third defeat of the year and first against

Nikki Sherman (above) / Derick Giwner (below)

Ariana G (above) cruised to victory in the
Hambletonian Oaks and is 11 for 14 this
year. Manchego (below) has never lost in
her 11-race career.
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GOOD LUCK

to the Indiana-sired and bred horses
in the Breeders Crown final
this weekend!
Shnitzledosomethin (by Fred And Ginger)
$600,000 2-year-old Colt/Gelding Pace
Fiftydallarbill (by Swan For All)
$600,000 2-year-old Colt/Gelding Trot
Skyway Torpedo (by Swan For All)
$600,000 2-year-old Colt/Gelding Trot
Rock On Ladys (by Rockin Image)
$600,000 2-year-old Filly Pace
Seventimesavirgin (by Always A Virgin)
$250,000 Mare Pace
Carol's Z Tam (by Always A Virgin)
$500,000 3-year-old Filly Pace
Beckhams Z Tam (by Always A Virgin)
$500,000 3-year-old
Colt/Gelding Pace
3-yea
Rock N Tony (by Rockin Image)
$500,000 3-year-old Colt/Gelding Pace
Hannelore Hanover (by Swan For All)
$500,000 Open Trot
Homicide Hunter (by Mr Cantab)
$500,000 Open Trot

in.gov/hrc/sb

IndianaStandardbred

PHOTO: HANNELORE HANOVER
by Dean Gillette
Current world record holder for fastest mile
trotted by a mare: 1:49 2/5"

@INStandardbred

@INhorseracing

Powerful Takter duo
CONTINUED from page 1

fillies, but it did little to alter the confidence
of her trainer.
“I trained her back on Friday in Kentucky
and she was very good,” said Takter of Ariana
G, a daughter of Muscle Hill who looks for her
second straight Breeders Crown victory and
perhaps the signature moment that earns her
the coveted Horse of the Year title.
Ariana G, a homebred from the breeding
team of Marvin Katz and Al Libfeld, will
likely make one more start following the
Crown with Takter looking ahead. “I think
we are going to bring her back to race as a
4-year-old,” Takter said.
Manchego looks for a dozen straight against
juvenile fillies and Takter was impressed
with her response once under pressure in
last week’s elimination. “She was nice and
relaxed most of the way and then she dug in
and was strong finishing,” said Takter.
Manchego, a $120,000 yearling purchase
at last year’s Lexington Selected auction,
has been winning races by open lengths all
season long.
“She’s done most of the hard work,” Takter
said. “No one’s been setting up the miles for
her.”
On Friday Manchego faces the only filly in
North America that has come close to her in
elimination winner Phaetosive. The last time
the fillies met, Phaetosive got to the flank of
Manchego in the stretch but was unable to
pass, finishing second. Earlier in the year
Manchego romped in the Jim Doherty Memorial at The Meadowlands with Phaetosive
well off the pace closing for the place spot.
This is likely to be Manchego’s final start
of the year.
“It’s too long a wait to the Goldsmith Maid
and I have a few others I’m looking forward to
racing in it,” said Takter.
Takter, a Hall of Fame conditioner, had a
three-year run with Horse of the Year honors
that began in 1997 when Hambletonian
winner Malabar Man captured the title. In
1998-9, it was the world traveler Moni Maker
taking consecutive titles under Takter’s care.
“It means a lot,” Takter said of winning
Horse of the Year. “It means you had the best
horse in the sport.”
Despite coming in with impressive credentials, Takter is not taking anything for
granted given the results he witnessed in last
week’s elimination races.
“There’s not much room for error here,”
said Takter of the Hoosier Park dynamic.
“It’s very tough to make up ground on the
turn in the third quarter and you saw every
time a horse went hard the third quarter they
tired.”
With Ariana G and Manchego, Takter
appears to be in the driver’s seat but instead
it will be Yannick Gingras guiding both
fillies in quest first of a Breeders Crown and
perhaps second a Horse of the Year title.
“I would have to give it to the 3-year-old,”
Takter said, tipping his hand where his vote
would be cast.

Hoosier Wagering Menu & Post Times
OFF TIME

RACE #

FRIDAY

6:04

1

Open Pace

SATURDAY		 WAGERING MENU
Invitational Trot

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, Double

6:24

2

NW2 Trot

NW2 Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super

6:44

3

NW4 Pace

Pegasus Trot		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super

7:04

4

Pegasus Trot

NW $5,001 Pace

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, Pick 3

7:24

5

NW $5,001 Pace NW4 Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, $25,000 GTD Pick 4

7:44

6

Pegasus Pace

Pegasus Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super

8:09

7 (BC)

Mare Trot

Open Trot		

*WPS, EX, TRI, Super

8:34

8 (BC)

2YO Filly Trot

2YO Colt Trot		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super

8:59

9 (BC)

3YO Filly Pace

2YO Colt Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, $40,000 GTD Pick 4

9:24

10 (BC)

3YO Filly Trot

3YO Colt Trot		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, Pick 5

9:49

11 (BC)

2YO Filly Pace

3YO Colt Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super

10:14

12 (BC)

Mare Pace

Open Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, Pick 3

10:34

13

NW2 Pace

Pegasus Trot		

WPS, EX, TRI, Super, Double

10:54

14

NW $2,100 Pace 3YO Colt Pace		

WPS, EX, TRI, Hoosier Hi-5

Races 7-12 on both Friday and Saturday will consist of Breeders crown races.
*There is no trifecta or show wagering on race 7 on Friday.

Return of Walter Case Jr provides a different type of value
CONFESSIONS
By Keith Gisser
After nine years away from the sport and
just 25 drives in the past 14 years, Walter Case
Jr. made what can only be called a triumphant return to the sulky over the weekend,
competing at Scarborough Downs in Maine.
Saturday and Sunday, he posted a 19-4-1-3
summary, for a .292 UDRS (Universal Driver
Rating System), which is pretty impressive.
But despite what must be called a successful weekend, it was not that successful if you
were betting on him.
To be clear, I cannot imagine any other
sport where an athlete could do what Case
has just done. Maybe a golfer could be off
the tour that long but still playing every day
and return to compete at a mid-level. But
certainly no baseball, football or basketball player could come back off a nine year
layoff. It is a remarkable achievement by a
talented and sometimes troubled driver, but I
was able to make money taking a contrarian
approach.
It didn’t take long for Walter to start
winning. After being (over)bet to even money
in the first race, Case finished fifth behind
Tricia Star in the opener on the card, but
scored in race two with the 3-5 Real Yankee
in the second. Case drove in all 11 races, posting three wins for a mutual return of $13.00,
meaning if you bet him equally every race,
you lost $9.00, or over 40% of your bankroll.
I know what you will say. Nobody but
a novice bets that way. But even with his
success, Case was way overbet. He failed to
go off at odds of longer than 7-2 the entire
day and he was the favorite in eight of the 11
races on the card. This is not a comment on
his skill as a driver or on his past. It is simple
math and common sense. Playing Case
aggressively in his comeback was a mistake.
For contrast, Drew Campbell had three
wins from 11 starts Saturday, posting a
mutuel payout of $23.60, while David Ingraham won one of five races, paying a generous
$16.80 for another positive ROI.
Sunday, Walter bounced a bit. With drives

Michael Newman

Walter Case Jr won his first race since 2008 with Real Yankee at Scarborough Downs.

known. When he is at the top of his game, he
is the best half-mile track driver the sport
has ever seen, barring perhaps the late Lew
Williams. And the public knows it. When he
regularly plied his trade at Northfield Park
and I was the track’s Publicity Director, he
frequently went off as the favorite in 10 of
the 14 nightly races. But at that point he was
winning hundreds of races a year, not dozens
of races a decade.
It is going to take a few weeks to get a real
take on Case’s return. And I think that will
increase interest in Scarborough racing.
Saturday saw a huge crowd at the track and
Case seemed sincerely surprised by the positive reception he received. He was the lead in
the Portland Press Herald’s Sports Digest,
toping G League Basketball, Xfinity Auto
Racing and the PGA Tour. So this could be
good for Maine racing (I attempted to contact
the track to get some comparable handle
numbers, but was unable to reach anyone).
It will also provide a money-making opportunity by betting against him until he fully
hits his stride.
That’s it for this month. Now go cash. Hopefully not on a 3-5 Walter Case Scarborough
horse.

in eight of 10 races, he took the opener (at 3-5)
with Lady Spartacus and then went winless
the rest of the afternoon. How he responds
to days like this, and he will have them as he
works off the rust, will determine his future.
Case is a fiercely competitive athlete who has
had his issues. From a personal standpoint,
I am ambivalent about his return, but it is a
decision that was made way beyond my pay
grade and I do hope it works out. Walter’s past
history of excess will not be a problem when
he wins three, four or seven races on a card.
It could be if he has many more one win days.
And Scarborough’s Saturday/Sunday
racing schedule gives Case a lot of free time
to ponder those losing drives. While Bangor,
Maine’s other track, races Monday, Wednesday and Friday, as of yet, Case has not been
listed to drive there. He is driving on a oneyear provisional license granted by the
Maine Racing Commission.
The above is not meant as a dig at Walter. I
wish him only the best, one day at a time. At
times, he was one of the most gracious, intelligent interviews I could ask for. At others, I
felt like I was squeezing water from a rock.
That’s just Walter being Walter.
At the windows, the Case factor is well
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Sky is the limit for Tim Tetrick-driven
Breeders Crown starters Huntsville, Walner
By Derick Giwner

Multiple placement
discounts available

From 2007 to 2013 driver Tim Tetrick was on
top of the Harness Racing world. Horses under
his control earned over $120 million during
that span as he led North America in earnings in each season. While Tetrick has been
replaced at the top of the heap for the last two
years by Yannick Gingras, the 35-year-old has
renewed horsepower in the form of Huntsville
and Walner that could vault him back to the
front of the line.
Although sitting $1,074,183 behind Gingras
on the earnings leaderboard in 2016, Tetrick
will be odds-on to win the $600,000 Breeders
Crown events for colts on both the trot and
pace at The Meadowlands on Saturday night.
In Huntsville he has the co-fastest 2-year-old
pacer of all-time, sharing a 1:49 mark with
Sweet Lou (2011) and fellow Crown finalist
Downbytheseaside. Not to be outdone, Walner
is the fastest rookie trotting colt in history,
stopping the timer in 1:51 3/5 at the Red Mile
in early October.
To have one top 2-year-old with the potential
to dominate the following year is phenomenal.
To seemingly have the opportunity to drive
the winter book favorite for the Hambletonian

For more information or to place an ad, contact Derick Giwner
at dgiwner@drf.com or 212-366-7709.
Top Stories

Jay Bergman: Walner brings
memories of first Crown READ MORE
Burke with 17 chances to win a
Breeders Crown Final READ MORE

HARNESS LIVE! has you covered
with live video & real-time analysis
for the Breeders Crown READ MORE
Always B Miki, Wiggle It Jiggleit
meet in epic Crown Final, Page 5
Darin Zoccali: Trixton/Taylor Made
deal could be game-changer, Page 6

Derick Giwner

Tim Tetrick guided Huntsville as they tied
a world record for 2-year-old pacers with a
1:49 win at the Red Mile.

Captaintreacherous to 8 wins in 10 starts and
nearly $1 million in earnings. The duo came
back at 3 to dominate the division with over $2
million in earnings and a 16-13-2-0 record.

BREEDERS

C RO WN
BOUND

LOST IN TIME,
top-rated freshman pacing colt
and an easy winner of his
Breeders Crown elimination Oct. 21.

LOST IN TIME winning the Metro Pace

Rocknroll Hanover – Wichita Hanover
2018 FEE: $5,000

www.DiamondCreekFarm.com

PENNSYLVANIA Phone: 717-638-7100
email: diamondcreek2@gmail.com

The long and winding road leading to the Breeders Crown
JAYWALKING
By Jay Bergman
@BergmanJay
It all comes down to the Breeders Crown.
So the saying goes, but for some the journey ended one week too early.
Hard as it is to believe, some people don’t
appreciate just how difficult it is to arrive in
the fields for Friday and Saturday’s Breeders
Crown finales at Hoosier Park, let alone come
away victorious.
These are championships precisely
because they are tests of endurance and
persistence.
These are championships because they test
the ability of trainer, driver and most definitely racehorse to the highest degree.
Post position, trip, weather, track condition
and competition are variables but ultimately
luck can be the biggest difference in making
the race and the winner’s circle in contests
with this much prestige.
It was a struggle for some and a cakewalk
for others to qualify for the finals at Hoosier
over the past weekend and the casualty list
was hard to fathom, especially when you
consider some only needed to finish in the top
five to reach the final.
That the richest male sophomores of both
gaits won’t actually line up behind the gate
on Saturday night is astonishing, yet it may
be explained in a much larger sense.
Fear The Dragon and Devious Man come
from different sides of the racing spectrum,
but neither was able to pass horses in the long
stretch last week, and while Fear The Dragon
returns in a consolation stake on Saturday,
Devious Man will be on the bench.
At first glance the argument could have
been made that the trips did both horses in,
but that may be too simple an explanation
when going over the long and arduous racing
season for both.
Perhaps a better explanation for these
ultra successful 3-year-olds is that the long
season of having to be on their toes each time
they went to post proved the difference. Devious Man, a rarity in that he showed up in all

Triple Crown events this year, had a chance
to win each without coming away with a
victory. Coming into last week’s trials he had
the résumé to win the title with a victory on
Saturday night.
Fear The Dragon had a solid streak earlier
this year and did come back at Lexington
to win, but his disappointing mile last week
could be a result of wear and tear, something
that doesn’t show up on past performance
lines but can stick you at the most inopportune time.
As we end October it has become crystal clear that a prolonged racing season, no
matter how minimal the number of starts
from an individual horse, can have a debilitating toll on our best racehorses.
That Resolve, a dominant winner in the
Cashman on Hambletonian Day, was appearing all-out to qualify this past Saturday and
enters the final $526,250 Open final on Saturday as a 10-1 offering from post one, is stunning.
Not to suggest the line is off or perhaps too
heavily weighted on last week’s effort, but
the once mighty son of Muscle Hill has in fact
finished off the board with no excuse in his
last three starts. Considering the incredible
year driver-trainer Ake Svanstedt has had
in 2017, Resolve’s recent form is even more
shocking.
The Open Trot finds trainer Ron Burke in a
controlling position and if there’s one trainer
that somehow manages to race his horses
hard week-in week-out and still keep them
sharp, it’s Burke. Crazy Wow and Hannelore
Hanover will both be making their 16th
starts of the year and appear to have maintained peak form.
Last year’s Triple Crown champion Marion
Marauder has had some good fortune this
year in that he drew the rail for the $1 million
Yonkers International Trot and finished
second. With only nine starts this year, he
enters the Open as the richest in the field of 10
during 2017, but clearly the son of Muscle Hill
is a horse that needs to get a trip versus both
Burke trainees that have the speed to make
their own racing luck.
The sophomore male trotters arrive in the
final without a Hambletonian winner or a
Kentucky Futurity champion. Yonkers Trot
upset winner Top Flight Angel has impressed

in New York this season but his appearance
in the $527,500 Crown sophomore male trot is
his first major test on a big track against the
best.
Longevity marked the brilliant racing
career of Moni Maker. Her son, International
Moni, has been able to make it through this
racing season and maintain form much of the
way. What he hasn’t been able to do as yet is
win the big one. A Hambletonian, Kentucky
Futurity and now Breeders Crown elimination winner, International Moni may have
sentiment on his side and a divisional title at
hand if he could just finish the job on Saturday night.
What The Hill probably has more pull in
that direction considering there’s a large
faction that believe he was the Hambletonian winner and then he went on to capture
the Canadian Trotting Classic. The Ron
Burke-trained colt was most impressive in
last week’s elimination and unlike many in
this division, actually appears fresh and fit
for the final.
Finally, the Breeders Crown male sophomore pacing division in 2017 is like one we
have rarely seen. That division leaders
Huntsville (now retired), Fear The Dragon
and Jug winner Filibuster Hanover are missing, offers an opportunity for some other
colts to be in the right place at the right time
while racing for $527,500.
Downbytheseaside’s roller-coaster season
appeared to be heading upward in last week’s
trial, but the performances of two Indianabreds, Rock N Tony and Beckham’s Z Tam,
suggest that Hoosier national is going to
have something to say about the outcome of
this race. Freaky Feet Pete won this event
in 2015 at Woodbine. Now Rock N Tony or
Beckham’s Z Tam could do the same on home
turf at Hoosier. The pair finished one-two in
the October 13 Indiana Super Final over this
track and one-three last week with Beckham’s Z Tam charging through along the
inside from an impossible spot.
Reaching the final for some is an impressive achievement. As we’ve seen, it’s not a
given to qualify for the Breeders Crown. This
weekend’s finals may have lost some players
but are enriched by those that have arrived
on the scene late and provide a large rooting
interest for the home team.
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‘EYE’ on the Meadowlands
eçêëÉë=qç=t~íÅÜ=_ó=aÉêáÅâ=dáïåÉê
QUIK PULSE DAISY (7500CLM) was locked in the pocket and never had a
clear shot to stretch her legs.
FIRST BEST (7500CLM) flashed good speed while part of a quick pace,
yielded and came uncovered on the final turn to no avail; tough trip loss.

Saturday, November 19, 2016
_obtpqbo=pjfqe

MEADOWLANDS
POST TIME 7:15 PM
ANALYSIS PAGE 4
PPS PAGE 8

Page 5

Mr. Exotic at Meadowlands
In the 10nd Race Exacta, box TOTALLY DREAMY, NORTHERN PRIZE
and STIMULUS PLAN.

FEATURED
TRACKS
VOLUME 13 NUMBER 325

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 2016

$8.00

tfia=pjfib (3rd Race) Trotting gelding will try to get back in the winning
grove against these. He has good early trot and the rail, so with that said, a
favorable trip can have this 6-year-old greet the cameraman for pictures.

SWEET JUSTICE (NW11500) sat last behind a rocky-gaited foe, angled in
the stretch and finished very willingly with no shot; drops next week.
LET HER ROCK (NW5000) showed some signs of life with sneaky late pace
and gets to stay in the same class next time.

YONKERS

POST TIME 7:10 PM
ANALYSIS PAGE 6
PPS PAGE 19

FREEHOLD

POST TIME 12:30 PM
PAGE 30

NORTHFIELD

POST TIME 6:00 PM
PAGE 41

POCONO

POST TIME 6:30 PM
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Weather could be a concern for Breeders Crown
By Derick Giwner
The popular HBO show Game of Thrones
may be on hiatus for at least a year, but winter
is coming in the harness racing world. The
seemingly endless summer weather will be
in our rearview mirror as the best pacers and
trotters in North America prepare for battle at
Hoosier Park this Friday and Saturday amidst
temperatures in the lower 40-degree range.
While the cold weather may not be ideal
for drivers, trainers and fans in attendance
for the two-night racing showcase, the bigger
problem could be in the form of forecasted
rain. Friday is expected to be a washout of
sorts with a 100% chance of wet weather
while currently Saturday projects to be
colder but dry for race time.
It will be veteran track superintendant
Gary Wolff’s job on both days to ensure that
the surface is as good as possible. Heavy rain
is not an issue according to Wolff, but he does
need some help from Mother Nature.
“I expect the track to be good on Saturday
night. Friday, depending on how much rain
we get, actually the more we get the better it
is. If it is that light drizzly rain, that creates a
problem because it just lies there, but if it is a
little harder rain it washes off and the track
stays clean and fast,” said Wolff. “I need
some sun, wind or both. I’ll probably need a
little bit of both considering it will be about
45 degrees. I’m going to do everything I can
to have the best track possible, especially on
Saturday. Friday I may not have a choice.”
Those watching last weekend’s elimination
races saw an inordinate number of horses
near the front come away successful. From
22 races, 13 horses had the lead by the halfmile call and never looked back while four
more won from the pocket. More amazingly,
only five of the 66 horses which finished
in the top three spots raced on the outside
around the final turn.
Of course the fact that many horses were
handled patiently looking to “just make the
final” played a factor, but even in the races
with fractional splits on par with the norm,

By Ryan Macedonio
@Trotcast

Celebrating & Supporting
Harness Racing

the leaders performed exceptionally well.
“I wish there was some science to figure
out how that works because some nights the
front end is very good here and some night the
closers do very well, and the track is maintained the some way,” said Wolff on the bias.
“I don’t know if it is the horses, the drivers
or the style of racing. It is just really hard to
pinpoint, ‘this is what is causing this’ or ‘this
is what is causing that’. On Saturday there
was some wind, too, so it is really surprising
that the front end held up as well as it did.”
Wolff left The Meadowlands for Hoosier in
early 2016 and couldn’t be happier with his
decision.
“It is a great place,” said Wolff. “The ownership here is just amazing, a couple of guys
that are very interested in harness racing
and willing to invest into this place. They
just built a $4 million race office and they just
bought me three new water trucks at $220,000
a piece. Whatever we need to make this place
go around here, they are all for it.
“For the first time here I wish they could
have gotten a good weekend (weather-wise),
but we’ll deal with it and the track will be
fine. Everybody will have to race in it whatever it is, so it will be fair for everyone.”

Fear The Dragon a likely starter on Crown undercard
One week after finishing a disappointing eighth and failing to make the Breeders Crown 3-year-old colt pacing final,
Fear The Dragon is scheduled to start
in the $60,000 Pegasus (Race 6 on Saturday), but trainer Brian Brown said that
appointment is not set in stone.
“We had to enter Monday before we
could get the blood report back on him and
it ended up showing he had a virus,” said
Brown. “We will check his blood Saturday
morning and if it doesn’t come back good,
we’ll scratch him.”
Brown added that he entered because
Fear The Dragon might need the race
prior to the Monument Circle on November 4 at Hoosier after the subpar Breeders

Asked
& Answered

Crown elimination race.
Coming into the Breeders Crown, Fear
The Dragon was the top-ranked horse in
the sport with $1,264,391 earned this year.
Brown was able to relay much better
news for his major Crown contenders:
Downbytheseaside - “He’s getting pretty
good again I believe. Finding the liver
problem really helped and the easy race
last week was perfect.”
Blazin Britches - “Things have been
bothering her and we’ve been working
on her front feet. She’s been steppy even
jogging, but today (Thursday) she was
much more comfortable. I think she is
going to be much better this week.”

- Derick Giwner

Those are two focus words that need to
be drilled into our heads this weekend as
Harness Racing invades Hoosier Park for
the Breeders Crown. It’s their first time
hosting the event and we all need to celebrate and support what they’ve accomplished and the effort they’ve put into
making this event as amazing as it can be.
I’ve been out here for a week now working with them to promote the Breeders
Crown with the Hambletonian Society.
They’ve raised the bar in every aspect.
Hoosier Park wants the spotlight and they
want every owner, trainer, groom, driver,
media member, fan, hostess, employee,
etc. to have an amazing time at this weekend’s event. Hoosier Park has pride in
their product, staff and marketing. We as
horsemen, horseplayers and fans need to
celebrate and support their effort, because
this is how Harness Racing should be
presented as a product to both live fans
and as a simulcast product.
Take some time this week to visit the
Hoosier website or social media pages.
Watch their races, bet a few bucks, send
Trace Tetrick a tweet of appreciation,
interact with their on-air talent Emily
Gaskin and Peter Lurie. Jump on the
Breeders Crown Facebook page and watch
all of the interviews, read the articles and
see the posters that we’ve all worked hard
on to connect everyone around the world
to the Breeders Crown at Hoosier Park.
Celebrate and support it all by sharing
the content with all of your friends and
family. This is not a time for any negativity without suggestions. Hoosier Park has
the ability to grow, innovate, and adapt.
There has never been a major event
that didn’t have faults, but Hoosier Park
wants to move forward and fix whatever
they can. Effort is something that is lost
in Harness Racing and it’s the one attribute that the industry can’t afford to
lose. If they make other racetracks feel
inadequate because of their effort, then
so be it. I sincerely hope that Hoosier
Park gets exposed to the world and will
be rewarded with new fans that stick to
their product long term!
We need to show the world that this can
be a major event and that Hooiser Park
is now to be considered one of, if not the
best, racetrack in North America. We all
can individually make an impact and we
all can and should celebrate and support
Harness Racing!

Dover efforts to make
races more competitive
VIDEO SPOTLIGHT ON

HOOSIER PARK

COVERAGE
PRESENTED BY

By Derick Giwner
Perhaps lost in the yearling sales
and Breeders Crown shuffle this month
came an announcement from Dover
Downs that it was tweaking its condition sheet in an effort to put forth more
competitive races.
Rather than group all horses which
have yet to win a certain number of
races into the same event regardless
of current form, the track has split the
same condition into a recent winners
and a non-winners division.
For example, on Tuesday (October 31)
the track carded five splits of a class for
“Winners of 2 races lifetime (Winners of
4 races not eligible)” with two for horses
which have not won a race in their last
six starts for purses of $6,500/$7,000
and three for those that have won a
race in their last six starts for purses of
$12,000/$13,000.
“The theory is they will race according to the condition sheet, win quicker,
make money quicker, allow an owner
to maybe see a better opportunity for
a faster ROI, and give the $5,000 sale
purchases a chance away from the
bigger barns – somewhat of a thoroughbred allowance vs claimer system, but
tailored to how we race our horses,”
said Senior Director of Racing John
Hensley.
Of course there will be times when
the number of entrants doesn’t work to
divide the races properly. If that occurs,
as it did this Monday for the “Winners
of 4” and “Winners of 6” classes, a
median point between the purses will be
used and the horses will be seeded in a
combined event.
While the idea of divvying up horses
by recent form is hardly new and has
been used throughout the years at
Monticello Raceway, Northfield Park
and other locations, Dover seems to be
taking it a step further by using it in
multiple classes.
“I know our game takes a lot of heat –
and the “Racinos” even more heat for not
doing enough,” said Hensley. “My theory
has always been it has to start with the
product on the racetrack first. Hopefully
this is a good start to moving the needle
a bit!”
Dover Downs starts its winter meet on
October 30 and will host stakes action
throughout
November
exclusively
on Thursdays. The Matron series for
2-year-olds will be contested on November 9 while the 3-year-olds take to the
track on November 16. The richest race
of the year at Dover, the $350,000 Hap
Hansen Progress Pace Final, is scheduled for November 30.

Breeders
Crown
Insider
Picks

GARNET
BARNSDALE

JAY
BERGMAN

JEREMEY
DAY

MATT
ROSE

DARIN
ZOCCALI

friday, october 27
$250,000
mare trot

Emoticon Hanover
Caprice Hill
Pink Pistol

Emoticon Hanover
Pink Pistol
Caprice Hill

Emoticon Hanover
Caprice Hill
Pink Pistol

Emoticon Hanover
Caprice Hill
Pink Pistol

Emoticon Hanover
Caprice Hill
Pink Pistol

$600,000
2yo filly trot

Phaetosive
Manchego
Lily Stride

Manchego
Phaetosive
Hey Blondie

Phaetosive
Manchego
Atlanta

Manchego
Phaetosive
Top Expectations

Manchego
Phaetosive
Top Expectations

$500,000
3yo filly pace

Agent Q
Ella Christina
Caviart Ally

Obvious Blue Chip
Blazin Britches
Caviart Ally

Agent Q
Ella Christina
Caviart Ally

Caviart Ally
Agent Q
Tequila Monday

Agent Q
Idyllic Beach
Caviart Ally

$500,000
3yo filly trot

Ariana G
Dream Baby Dream
Overdraft Volo

Ariana G
Dream Baby Dream
Ice Attraction

Dream Baby Dream
Ice Attraction
Ariana G

Ariana G
Ice Attraction
Dream Baby Dream

Ariana G
Overdraft Volo
Ice Attraction

$600,000
2yo filly pace

Youaremycandygirl
Rainbow Room
Firestorm

Youaremycandygirl
Rainbow Room
Reign On Me

Youaremycandygirl
Rainbow Room
Come See The Show

Youaremycandygirl
Rainbow Room
Come See The Show

Reign On Me
Rainbow Room
Youaremycandygirl

$250,000
mare pace

Lady Shadow
Darlinonthebeach
Nike Franco N

Blue Moon Stride
Darlinonthebeach
Nike Franco N

Blue Moon Stride
Nike Franco N
Pure Country

Nike Franco N
Blue Moon Stride
Lady Shadow

Darlinonthebeach
Nike Franco N
Bedroomconfessions

Saturday, October 28
$526,250
open trot

Marion Marauder
Hannelore Hanover
Homicide Hunter

Hannelore Hanover
Crazy Wow
Resolve

Crazy Wow
Marion Marauder
Homicide Hunter

Crazy Wow
Hannelore Hanover
Marion Marauder

Lookslikeachpndale
Marion Marauder
Homicide Hunter

$600,000
2yo c&G trot

Met’s Hall
Fourth Dimension
Fiftydallarbill

Fourth Dimension
Crystal Fashion
Met’s Hall

Fourth Dimension
Crystal Fashion
Met’s Hall

Fiftydallarbill
Fourth Dimension
You Know You Do

Met’s Hall
Fourth Dimension
Crystal Fashion

$600,000
2yo c&g pace

Lost In Time
This Is The Plan
Stay Hungry

Lost In Time
Closing Statement
Karpathian Kid

Lost In Time
Shnitzledosomethin
Stay Hungry

Lost In Time
Shnitzledosomethin
Stay Hungry

Closing Statement
Lost In Time
This Is The Plan

$527,500
3yo c&G trot

What The Hill
International Moni
Lindy The Great

International Moni
What The Hill
Guardian Angel AS

What The Hill
Dover Dan
International Moni

What The Hill
International Moni
Dover Dan

Seven And Seven
What The Hill
International Moni

$527,500
3yo c&g pace

Rock N Tony
Downbytheseaside
Photobombr Hanover

Beckhams Z Tam
Downbytheseaside
Funknwaffles

Boogie Shuffle
Downbytheseaside
Rock N Tony

Downbytheseaside
Beckhams Z Tam
Miso Fast

Miso Fast
Downbytheseaside
Photobombr Hanover

$421,000
open pace

Keystone Velocity
Dealt A Winner
Mcwicked

All Bets Off
Mcwicked
Sintra

Mcwicked
Sintra
Mach It So

Mcwicked
Keystone Velocity
Mach It So

Split The House
Dealt A Winner
Keystone Velocity

click on the day for Derick Giwner’s Full Card Analysis
friday | saturday

Breeders Crown Elimination Charts & Performance Comments
$250,000 MARE PACE

DARLINONTHEBEACH was sent to the top but quickly yielded
to LADY SHADOW and sat the pocket behind that foe while waiting
for the passing lane. Once clear she burst to the front easily enough
under a mild drive. The latter set strong fractions on the engine and
held well while no match late. WINDSUN GLORY hugged the cones
and raced steadily in the lane. PURE COUNTRY pulled from third
at the five-eighths, loomed just off the leader and could not mount a
serious charge. BLUE MOON STRIDE was third over, put to a drive
mid-stretch and got up for fifth over WRANGLER MAGIC, who picked
up cover on the final turn and couldn’t capitalize.

$500,000 3-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

OVERDRAFT VOLO sat a perfect trip in the pocket behind a contested
pace and won under some late urging. ICE ATTRACTION waited in
the three-hole, angled to follow the winner and just couldn’t get there
in time. FINE TUNED LADY rated a soft half, was pushed hard in the
third quarter and weakened late. SUNSHINE DELIGHT pulled on the
final turn from the back and gained mildly from too far behind. HIGHLAND TOP HILL sat along the cones and lacked a rally. DREAM BABY
DREAM was parked every step of the mile near the back and could not
keep pace with cover when it materialized. DREAM TOGETHER was far
behind the gate at the start and beat the other breakers. CHECKMATE
TIME pulled to the half, launched a blitz on the leader and broke on the
final turn. SOUTHWIND AVANTI broke to the half.

$600,000 2-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

NIKE FRANCO N brushed from the pocket approaching the threeeighths, opened up a sizable stretch lead and held sway easily under
some late encouragement. BEDROOMCONFESSIONS picked up
cover at the half, wound up third on the rim and rallied nicely deep
stretch. L A DELIGHT pulled first-over to the half, wound up getting
decent cover and lacked a strong stretch rally. SEVENTIMESAVIRGIN tucked quickly away from the gain and raced evenly. SASSA
HANOVER saved all the ground and did not gain late. MEDUSA was
looped leaving, settled in third, pulled uncovered past the half and
could not threaten. CALL ME QUEEN BE fired to the front, yielded to
the winner and faded in the stretch.

$500,000 3-YEAR-OLD FILLY PACE

ELLA CHRISTINA was buried along the cones, found room to angle
out in mid-stretch and came home strong under an all-out drive.
IDYLLIC BEACH floated away but was hustled up to the lead when the
rest of the field elected to be patient, quickly gave up her spot to Caviart Ally and held reasonably well in the lane. AGENT Q angled in the
stretch after a nice ground saving trip and was simply flat. CAROLS Z
TAM was a couple of lengths off the gate, lined up last over behind bad
cover, went back to the cones, angled in the stretch and was certainly
willing. CAVIART ALLY yielded into the pocket, retook immediately,
faced a stiff challenge on the backstretch and final turn; weakened
late. INVERSE HANOVER was third over, got trapped behind foes in
the stretch and probably would have finished higher with clearance.
BLAZIN BRITCHES pulled at the three-eighths, attacked the leader
and gave way after the difficult journey. JAYES A LADY came away
well but was grabbed up as she appeared steppy, settled in, gapped live
cover and tired. TERRORTINA gapped along the cones.

RAINBOW ROOM made the front easily, rated very soft fractions,
drifted out a few paths in the lane and won without any trouble. FIRESTORM hugged the cones, split foes in the stretch and gained mildly.
COME SEE THE SHOW saved ground and was steady up the cones.
MAJORSSPECIALLADY tucked fifth, pulled uncovered at the half
and couldn’t get close to the winner. ROCK ON LADYS gapped some
on the final turn while appearing steppy but got her act together to
hold for a spot in the final. KISSIN IN THE SAND was third up behind
slow fractions and hit her best stride too late. PERCY BLUECHIP had
a pocket trip and was empty. BAND STAND pulled to the half, picked
up cover and had little.

YOUAREMYCANDYGIRL pulled just before the quarter, brushed
to the front and won under some late encouragement. REIGN ON ME
left into a pocket, was shuffled to third, took aim along the cones in
the stretch and had pace but not enough. STRONG OPINION was fast
away, yielded to the winner and was no match late. PUEBLO BLUE
CHIP saved ground and was never a factor. IM WITH HER did little of
note but made the final because of an incident at the back of the pack.
AIMS WHISPER was third over and wiped out. BYE HANOVER was
second over and wiped out by MISWAVE HANOVER, who pulled at
the half, gained some ground and broke.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

CONTINUED from page 13

$600,000 2-YEAR-OLD FILLY TROT

PHAETOSIVE came out third, pulled past the half, rushed up to
the leader and gobbled them up easily. SEVIYORUM wound up behind
bad cover on the final turn, angled in the stretch and just barely got
up for second. JORDAN BLUE CHIP sat the pocket, angled in the lane
and looked home for second but was out-gamed. ATLANTA gapped
cover past the half and had no offering late. HEY BLONDIE tucked
and had no further moves. BASQUIAT flashed speed to the front and
had no answers when met by the winner; tired badly. ALLOVERAGAIN had little. LIMA NOVELTY was far back at the start and
declared a non-starter.

MANCHEGO floated away from the gate, slowly edged to the front
past the opening quarter, was under a strong hold around the final
turn and sprinted away in the lane. LILY STRIDE tucked sixth, moved
uncovered to the half, loomed just off the winner and couldn’t stay
on despite going a big mile in defeat. TOP EXPECTATIONS flashed
speed, wound up sitting third, was trapped until about mid-stretch,
found clearance and came fast while a bit steppy nearing the wire. S
M S PRINCESS was third up at the half and lacked a big rally. LOOKING FOR ZELDA sat the pocket, gapped some at three quarters and
held for fifth. IMPINKTOO pulled on the final turn fourth over and
was ok late. MSNAUGHTYASHILL and COURTNEY HANOVER had
little. LIVE LAUGH LOVE was riding live cover, could not keep up in
the lane and broke.

$421,000 OPEN PACE

MACH IT SO set a solid clip on the engine, shrugged off a serious challenge from Sintra in the third quarter and was kept under
a steady light drive to hold sway. MCWICKED was reserved at the
back and finished up his mile full of pace while under some asking.
MISSILE J saved ground, angled in the stretch and gained mildly
while out-finished. ROCK N’ ROLL WORLD had a perfect trip in the
pocket with every chance but simply wasn’t good enough. SINTRA
pulled just past the half, rushed up to apply pressure and tired after
exerting the energy to challenge. CHECK SIX pulled past the half and
was dull.

DEALT A WINNER made a brush to the front approaching the half,
was able to get a reasonable third quarter and dug in gamely under
urging. KEYSTONE VELOCITY left to the front just before the first
turn, yielded his way into a three-hole, took dead aim in the stretch
and just couldn’t get there. SPLIT THE HOUSE hugged the cones
and finished with some pace while all out. MANHATTAN BEACH
had cover past the half, angled in the lane and finished well in deep
stretch. ALL BETS OFF came first-over after the half and failed to
mount a serious charge, but held his ground reasonably well. MEL
MARA brushed to the front after the quarter, gave way to the winner
and was flat in the lane.

$526,250 OPEN TROT

HANNELORE HANOVER made the top a few steps off the gate, was
allowed to set excessively slow fractions and drew clear easily when
asked for speed in the lane. MAMBO LINDY tucked fourth, picked
up cover at three quarters and rallied willingly under some asking.
JL CRUZE sat the pocket and had no excuse for not holding second.
IL SONGO DREAM pulled past the five-eighths and could not mount
a charge. PINKMAN sat along the pylons and never rallied. CRESCENT FASHION had no offering.

CRAZY WOW set a solid opening quarter to secure the front, backed
down the pace to a crawl in the second quarter and was on cruise
control from there to win under a mild drive. MARION MARAUDER
picked up cover at the half from last, tracked slightly off that foe
and kicked home willingly with no shot under late urging. LOOKSLIKEACHPNDALE chased from the pocket and was out-finished in
a four-horse photo. HOMICIDE HUNTER set up third over behind a
slow pace and rallied with trot while all out. RESOLVE was looped
away from the gate, settled in third, angled in the stretch then ducked
to the inside while even. GURAL HANOVER pulled to the half firstover, made up some ground to get into play and tired. HILL OF A
COLT sat and had little to offer.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

CONTINUED from page 14

$527,500 3-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

DOWNBYTHESEASIDE went to the top, rated a very soft half and
sprinted home an easy winner. BOOGIE SHUFFLE left well to secure
the pocket, took aim to the inside and was never passing the winner.
PHOTOBOMBR HANOVER was sort of plodding along at his own clip
much of the mile but found high gear in mid-stretch and absolutely
flew home. MISO FAST saved ground, angled in the stretch and was
out-finished. OCEAN COLONY had no rally. CHIP WALTHER was
out at the half, wound up behind bad cover, tipped in the lane and was
even. WESTERN HILL had no offering. HURRICANE BEACH pulled
by the half and made no headway on the rim.

LINDY THE GREAT was left alone on the front and won very easily
without being threatened. NEW JERSEY VIKING saved ground along
the cones and finished up willingly. GIVEITGASANDGO hugged the
cones in third and was never a factor. MOONSHINER HANOVER
flashed some speed to secure the pocket and tired in the late stages.
KING ON THE HILL tucked fifth, picked up cover at the half, lost that
escort when SNOWSTORM HANOVER broke and had little.

WHAT THE HILL rated the pace on the engine without any
company and won rather easily. YES MICKEY sat the pocket, took
aim in the stretch and could not gain into a rather quick final quarter.
GUARDIAN ANGEL AS saved ground in third and was steady late.
JAKE also hugged the cones and finished up steadily. BILL’S MAN
went the same ground-saving mile with a steady finish. DEVIOUS
MAN sat fifth, angled at three quarters and lacked a rally. ENTERPRISE came to the rim on the final turn and was dull.
ROCK N TONY left well, sat a pocket trip and was a driving winner
up the cones. BLOOD LINE was fastest away, set a decent clip and
battled nicely in defeat. BECKHAMS Z TAM saved all the ground,
avoided a breaker at the head of the lane and rallied very well. MAC’S
JACKPOT made the front and yielded, pulled from third by the half
and held his position rather well. FUNKNWAFFLES picked up cover
by the half and lacked a rally. FILIBUSTER HANOVER was fourth
over behind bad cover and had no serious shot. EDDARD HANOVER
was last on the rim with no chance of advancing. FEAR THE DRAGON
wound up third over and gapped in a sluggish outing. ART SCENE
saved ground and broke to three quarters.

$527,500 3-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

INTERNATIONAL MONI pulled from last midway on the final
turn and slowly but surely made his way past the field to win under a
drive. SEVEN AND SEVEN angled in the stretch after saving ground
and finished with steady trot while all out. DOVER DAN came out in
the pocket, brushed to the top after the quarter, yielded back to the
pocket again, angled in the stretch and lacked a strong finish. TOP
FLIGHT ANGEL made the front before the first turn, wound up yielding back to third and failed to rally in the lane. RUBIO pulled to the
half, rushed to the front approaching the five-eighths and faded in the
lane. LONG TOM made a wild early break and lost any chance.

$600,000 2-YEAR-OLD COLT PACE

LOST IN TIME made the front just past the opening quarter, cruised
along through soft fractions and sprinted home as much the best. THIS
IS THE PLAN made the front before the first call, yielded to the winner
and chased from the pocket while never menacing. KEYSTONE TENACIOUS waited along the cones and sprinted home as well as any in the
field. NUTCRACKER SWEET came off the cones approaching three
quarters and loomed a serious threat for second but hung. BABES DIG
ME was just off the gate at the start and never fired. COURTLY CHOICE
pulled from last nearing the five-eighths and had little.

STAY HUNGRY waited along the cones for the stretch, split foes and
got up under a steady mild drive. SHNITZLEDOSOMETHIN was fastest
off the gate, yielded back to second just after the quarter, angled at three
quarters and was out-battled in a very good mile. WHOS BETTER saved
ground and finished with steady pace. WESTERN PASSAGE picked up
cover on the final turn and lacked a stretch rally. HAYDEN HANOVER
pulled uncovered on the final turn, was forced to swing wide at three
quarters and tired. GRAND TETON was looped off the gate, made the
front just after the quarter, set a solid clip and faded in the lane.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Weekend Stakes Spotlight

Friday, October 27
Hoosier (6:00 p.m.)
KARPATHIAN KID had the pocket, brushed to the top nearing the
three-eighths, quickly yielded to the oncoming CLOSING STATEMENT
and waited for the stretch before coming through along the inside for the
driving score. The latter took an early tuck fourth, followed the winner’s
move and made the top after the half, opened up a decent lead and was
simply second best in the stretch. DORSODURO HANOVER saved
ground all the way in a steady mile. ODDS ON LAUDERDALE sat at the
back, faced stretch traffic and was steady when clear. TWIN B TUFFENUFF pulled to the five-eighths and failed to mount a charge. ROCKIN
AWAY had cover from the former around the final turn and did not fire.
I’M A BIG DEAL went to the top, yielded his way back to third and was
flat in the lane.

$600,000 2-YEAR-OLD COLT TROT

$250,000 Breeders Crown - Mare Trot (Race 7)
Featuring: Emoticon Hanover
$600,000 Breeders Crown - 2yoFT (Race 8)
Featuring: Manchego, Phaetosive
$500,000 Breeders Crown - 3yoFP (Race 9)
Featuring: Agent Q, Caviart Ally
$500,000 Breeders Crown - 3yoFT (Race 10)
Featuring: Ariana G
$600,000 Breeders Crown - 2yoFP (Race 11)
Featuring: Youaremycandygirl, Rainbow Room
$250,000 Breeders Crown - Mare Pace (Race 12)
Featuring: Nike Franco N

Saturday, October 28
CRYSTAL FASHION pulled midway on the final turn, engaged the
leader, wore that foe down and held sway under a drive as FIFTYDALLARBILL, who was a couple of lengths off the gate and saved
ground until angling in the stretch, charged home to just miss. SAMO
DIFFERENT DAY left and made the front approaching the quarter, rated a reasonable clip and could not sustain through the lane.
DAWSON SPRINGS hugged the cones and beat lesser. MOOSONEE
had the pocket and gapped. HAT TRICK HABIT tucked in fourth and
broke at three quarters.

Hoosier (6:00 p.m.)
$526,250 Breeders Crown - Open Trot (Race 7)
Featuring: Crazy Wow, Hannelore Hanover, Marion Marauder
$600,000 Breeders Crown - 2yoCT (Race 8)
Featuring: Fourth Dimension
$600,000 Breeders Crown - 2yoCP (Race 9)
Featuring: Lost In Time, Stay Hungry
$527,500 Breeders Crown - 3yoCT (Race 10)
Featuring: What The Hill, International Moni
$527,500 Breeders Crown - 3yoCP (Race 11)
Featuring: Downbytheseaside

FOURTH DIMENSION tucked third, brushed to the top between
the first and second calls, faced a stiff challenge from MET’S HALL
late and shrugged him off under confident handling. The latter went
to the front, yielded to the winner, tipped in the lane and was never
getting past. MISSLE HILL saved ground and finished up willingly.
SKYWAY TORPEDO came away in the pocket, lost a spot into third
and was even late. YOU KNOW YOU DO pulled at the five-eighths,
gained some ground and flattened. FASHIONWOODCHOPPER had
cover from the former and couldn’t accelerate into second gear.
WOLFGANG was third up passing three quarters and couldn’t make
up enough ground.

$421,000 Breeders Crown - Open Pace (Race 12)
Featuring: Mcwicked, Sintra, All Bets Off, Dealt A Winner

Looking Ahead
Hoosier (11/4) - $220,000 Carl Erskine
Hoosier (11/4) - $200,000 Monument Circle
Hoosier (11/4) - $115,000 USS Indianapolis
Hoosier (11/4) - $115,000 Crossroads of America
Meadowlands (11/4) - $150,000 Kindergarten Finals

$300 SIGN UP BONUS
BET NOW!

Rosecroft (11/5) - $100,000 Potomac Pace
(All post times are E.D.T.)

